Library Skills Assessment Art History: Post-test
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1. Did you feel the library instruction session that you received for this class helped you with your research? If yes, how?

2. Did you seek additional help from a reference librarian or meet with a librarian for additional help on an individual basis?

3. If yes to either of these questions, what was the most important thing that you learned?

4. What does the screen below represent?

5. In citation #2, to what does Art and Culture refer?

6. Is one of the articles below full-text? How can you tell if it is or not?

7. What is the Article Linker used for?
8. Is Google the best place to look for a scholarly article on your topic? Please explain.

The following questions refer to the screen below:

9. The screen below represents:
   1. Results from Google
   2. Results from the Minuteman Library Network online catalogue
   3. Results from a periodical database.

10. Does Framingham State College own this source. Where is it available?

11. How would you order this source if it is not at The Library at The College?
12. From where is the screen below?

13. For what is this online resource useful?

14. What is kind of a source is citation #3?
1. **Women & art: a history of women painters and sculptors from the renaissance to the 20th century.**
   
   **Author:** Fine, Elia Honyg.
   **Publication:** Montclair, N.J.: Allanheld & Schram/Prior, 1978
   **Document:** English: Book
   **Libraries Worldwide:** 1316
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...

2. **The 100 most influential women of all time: a ranking past and present.**
   
   **Author:** Felder, Deborah G.
   **Publication:** Secaucus, N.J.: Carol Pub. Group, 1996
   **Document:** English: Book
   **Libraries Worldwide:** 1028
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...

3. **Louise Nevelson: a passionate life.**
   
   **Author:** Lisle, Laurie.
   **Publication:** New York: Summit Books, 1990
   **Document:** English: Book
   **Libraries Worldwide:** 959
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...

4. **Particular passions: talks with women who have shaped our times.**
   
   **Author:** Gilbert, Lynn; Moore, Gaylen.
   **Publication:** New York: C.N. Potter; Distributed by Crown, 1981
   **Document:** English: Book
   **Libraries Worldwide:** 893
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...